
Brad’s Barn’s  

Site Preparation  



Item 4 Gravel Pad  

With Pressure Treated Surround  

This perfectly level and compacted Item 4 gravel base provides a stable foundation for the 

lifetime of your building.  The pressure treated surround insures that the gravel remains in 

place and offers a nice finished look with clean lines. 

 A gravel foundation filters away rainwater preventing water damage 

 A level pad insures that the doors and windows of your building open and close properly 

 A professionally installed base prevents settling, eliminating structural damage  

 A compact foundation deters critters from making a home beneath your new building  

Our gravel pads are constructed 1 foot larger than your building on all 4 sides and  average  

3-6’’ in thickness.  Pads are precisely leveled using a transit laser level and then compacted 

using a vibratory plate tamper.  The average storage building pad can be completed in less 

than 1 day.  15 year structural warranty on framing when site prep is performed by Brads 

Barns.  

Schedule a free site evaluation today to go over different options and pricing.  



Standard Item 4 Gravel Pad 
This perfectly level and compacted Item 4 gravel base provides a 

stable foundation for the lifetime of your building.   

Our gravel pads are constructed 1 foot larger than your building on all 4 sides and 

average 3-6’’ in thickness.  Pads are precisely leveled using a transit laser level and 

then compacted using a vibratory plate tamper.  The average storage building pad 

can be completed in less than 1 day.  15 year structural warranty on framing 

when site prep is performed by Brads Barns.  

 A gravel foundation filters away rainwater preventing water damage 

 A level pad insures that the doors and windows of your building open and close properly 

 A professionally installed base prevents settling, eliminating structural damage  

 A compact foundation deters critters from making a home beneath your new building  

Schedule a free site evaluation today to go over different options and pricing.  




























